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This presentation covers CloudBurst’s catalog and pattern features. 
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Agenda 

�Catalog administration 
�Virtual Images 

�Script Packages 

�Emergency Fixes 

�Pattern administration 
�Creating 

�Deploying 

This presentation covers the process of creating and working with virtual images and script 
packages. It also goes over the steps involved in creating and deploying patterns into the 
CloudBurst cloud. 

In this presentation you will cover catalog administration, including virtual images, script 
packages, and emergency fixes. Once you have covered the components of the catalog 
you will learn about patterns and how the individual components of the catalog make up a 
pattern. 
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Catalog administrationCatalog administration 

Section 

This section covers catalog administration. 
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Components administered by “Catalog” 

� Virtual images 

� Script packages 

� Emergency fixes 

There are two ways to create resources in CloudBurst; you can click the links in the main 
welcome page located under the “Additional tasks” section, or click the “Catalog” drop-
down located on the top option banner. 

This section covers the creation and setup of virtual images, script packages, and 
emergency fixes, all of which will reside in CloudBurst’s catalog. 
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Adding a virtual image 

� Virtual image creation consists of entering 
�Host name of server hosting OVA file 

�Username and password of server hosting OVA file 

Adding an existing Open Virtualization Appliance (OVA) to CloudBurst’s catalog is as 
simple as specifying a location, user name, and password of the system hosting the OVA 
file. Once this step is complete, it will take some time to upload the virtual image from the 
source location into CloudBurst’s catalog. 

Currently the “OVA file location” only supports HTTP. 
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Virtual image attributes 

� Contains information 
specific to this virtual 
image such as 
�Which parts make up with 

virtual image 

�Which patterns and virtual 
systems are using parts 
from this virtual image 

�Who has been granted 
access to this virtual image 

� Extend and capture a 
virtual image 

Extend virtual 
image 

Capture virtual 
image 

Lock 
Delete 

The virtual images attributes page contains information about what parts make up the 
virtual image, what patterns and virtual systems were built using this virtual image, and 
who is granted permission to view, modify, and update this virtual image. 

“Image reference number” is the version of the virtual image that resides in the CloudBurst 
catalog. This number is maintained by CloudBurst. 

CloudBurst views the virtual image as a series of parts that are defined in the “Contains 
parts” attribute. These parts can be used to build up a pattern. 

“Included in patterns” and “In the cloud now” show you the patterns and virtual systems 
that are currently using this virtual image. As long as a pattern or virtual system is using 
this virtual image you will not be allowed to delete this virtual image. 

“Access granted to” shows who has authority to view and modify this virtual image. The 
user who creates the virtual image has exclusive rights to it unless they grant others 
access to the virtual image. 

In the top right corner, you see “Lock” and “Delete” icons. The “Delete” icon lets you delete 
a virtual image from the catalog. This will only be allowed if there are no patterns or virtual 
systems currently using it. The “Lock” icon locks the virtual image from any further 
changes. 
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Extend and capture virtual image 

� Create custom 
Catalog 

5. Updated 
virtual system 

added to catalog IHS 

virtual images using 
preloaded virtual of virtual images 

4. Capture 
virtual system images DMgr 

�Extend 

�Modify 
Node 

�Capture 

� Operating system or 
non-WebSphere®
 

Node 
1. Extend 2. CloudBurst 3. Update deployed 

virtual will deploy virtual system 
image virtual image directly 

into the cloud 

Application Server 
changes only 
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CloudBurst gives you the capability to extend an existing virtual image, make changes, 
and then capture those changes back into the catalog. You should extend an existing 
virtual image if you have changes that are not unique to a specific deployment. So for 
example if your company mandates the use of auditing software this may be a perfect use 
of the extend and capture capabilities of CloudBurst. The extend and capture feature is 
meant for operating system and non-WebSphere Application Server profile changes. Any 
modifications to WebSphere Application Server should be done using script packages. 

The first step to create a new virtual image is to choose an existing virtual image as your 
starting point. Once you have decided on the virtual image, you then click the “Extend” 
icon near the top of the virtual image attributes page. CloudBurst will then deploy the 
virtual image into the cloud. You then interact with the deployed virtual image directly by 
SSH to update the operating system or installing new products. 

Once you are sure your environment is completely set up, then click the “Capture” icon 
located in the top right corner of the virtual image attribute’s page. CloudBurst will capture 
the changes to the deployed virtual image and store them in the catalog as a new virtual 
image that you can deploy. Note that if you make any modifications to WebSphere 
Application Server profiles, those changes will be lost. As part of the capture process the 
profiles are reset. 
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Preloaded virtual images 

� CloudBurst comes preloaded with three virtual images 
�WebSphere Application Server 7.0.0.3 

�WebSphere Application Server 6.1.0.23 

�WebSphere Application Server 6.1.0.23 (Feature Packs) 

� Default permissions are assigned to the preloaded images 
�Administrator has read/write authority 

�All other users have read-only authority unless granted additional 
authority by the administrator 

WebSphere CloudBurst comes preloaded with three versions of WebSphere Application 
Server Hypervisor Edition. Those versions are “WebSphere Application Server 7.0.0.3”, 
“WebSphere Application Server 6.1.0.23” and “WebSphere Application Server 6.1.0.23 
(Feature Packs)”. 

By default the administrator is given read/write permission and all other users are given 
read-only permission unless the administrator grants additional permission. 

Image updates will be provided by IBM. Image updates will include the operating system 
and WebSphere maintenance streams. The benefit of using the preloaded images is that 
you do not need to install or configure the operating system or WebSphere Application 
Server. 
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Adding a script package 

� Only the name of the script is required to start the 
process of creating a script package 

Script packages contain scripts and other artifacts that you want run against your pattern 
after it has been deployed into the cloud. The execution of script packages happens after 
the environment has been fully initialized, meaning both the operating system and 
WebSphere Application Server have been started and any configuration changes - such 
as changes to cell and node names, and federating nodes - have taken place. 
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Script package attributes 

� Script package 
attributes view 
�Upload your script 

package 

�Create environment 
variables 

�Specify an executable 

�Supply arguments to 
the executable 

�Grant and remove 
permissions 

Creating a script package requires you to upload the script package file, specify a working directory, an 
executable file, and a set of arguments. 

“Script package files” represent a .zip or .tgz file that contains your scripts and any applications that you want 
installed. This file is uploaded from your local system to the CloudBurst catalog. It is the copy that resides in 
the catalog that is used during the pattern deployment process. 

During pattern deployment your script package is sent over to the hypervisor along with the virtual image and 
extracted. The “Working directory” tells CloudBurst where to extract the contents of the script package. 

The “Executable” field is the command that you want CloudBurst to invoke. CloudBurst will in invoke this 
command using root authority. 

The “Arguments” field are any arguments you want passed to the executable file when it is called. 

The “Logging directory” field lets CloudBurst know where the logs or trace files are to be located after the 
command runs. CloudBurst uses this information during troubleshooting. You can download the logs or trace 
files directly from within the CloudBurst administrative console. 

There are cases where you do not know the values of something or that it is specific to each deployment in 
which case you want certain information to be filled out at deployment time. In such cases you can define a 
variable under “Environment” and not define a value for the variable. 

The screen capture shown here provides an example. In this illustration, the script package 
MyLabApplication.zip will be sent to the hypervisor during deployment and extracted into the directory 
“/tmp/myLabApp”. CloudBurst will then run the “wsadmin.sh” command located under the profile bin directory 
passing in the appInstall.jy file. Variables WAS_USERNAME and WAS_PASSWORD are CloudBurst 
provided environment variables. 
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Predefined environment variables
 

� CloudBurst contains 
predefined environment 
variables that you can use 
in your script packages 

Subset of predefined environment variables 

CELL_NAME WebSphere cell name 

NODE_NAME WebSphere node name 

WAS_INSTALL_ROOT WebSphere Application Server 
installation root (example: 
C:/WebSphere/AppServer) 

WAS_PROFILE_ROOT WebSphere Application Server profile 
root (example: 
C:/WebSphere/AppServer/profiles/De 
aultProfile) 

PROFILE_NAME WebSphere Application Server profile 
short name (ex: DefaultProfile) 

HOSTNAME Host name of virtual machine hosting 
the WebSphere Application Server 
instance 

WAS_USERNAME WebSphere Application Server user 
name 

WAS_PASSWORD WebSphere Application Server 
password 
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There are many predefined variables that can be used by your scripts. The values are 
specific to each deployment. Some values do not change such as WAS_INSTALL_ROOT. 
This slide shows you a subset of the available variables. 
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Script package format 

� Archived into a single file 

� Example contents of a 
script package 

As has been previously mentioned, script packages can be used for any setup and not just 
application installation. You are also not locked in to calling wsadmin.sh as your 
executable file. You can make a call to any executable file residing on the system. 

The example script package in this slide contains four scripts and an EAR file. There are 
scripts to create JDBC™ resources and clusters, and scripts to install the application. 
There is nothing special about these scripts. The scripts are standard wsadmin Jython 
scripts. The scripts are extracted into the virtual machine and are run under root authority 
like any other script. Your scripts do not need to be aware that CloudBurst is involved. 
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Adding an emergency fix 

� The name of the emergency fix and a short description are 
required to start the process of creating an emergency fix 

CloudBurst comes preloaded with images and those images are maintained by IBM, 
meaning when fixes do become available they will be included in the updated image. 
However this may not happen as quickly as needed or if you have created your own virtual 
images you will need another mechanism by which you can fix the system in an 
emergency. 

Emergency fixes allow you to update virtual images that have been deployed into the 
cloud. Theses updates apply only to the virtual image deployed into the cloud. What this 
means is that the next time you deploy the image, those fixes will not be present. If you 
want to update your virtual image you will need to use the extend and capture capabilities. 
To do this, extend your virtual image, update the deployed virtual image, and then capture 
the results. 
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Emergency fix attributes 

� Emergency fix 
attributes view 
�Actual file 

containing the fix 

�Give other users 
access to this fix 

�Set the severity 
level of this fix 

�Set which images 
this fix can be 
applied against 

The emergency fix attributes page allows you to upload the fix, grant users access to the 
fix, set the severity and associate the fix with a virtual image. 

Like virtual images and script packages, emergency fixes are uploaded to CloudBurst and 
reside in the catalog. Before deploying an emergency fix against a virtual system you need 
to specify which virtual image this fix is to be applied too. So for example if you associate 
this emergency fix with “WebSphere HV 7.0.0.3” you will only be able to deploy this 
against the WebSphere Application Server 7.0.0.3 image and no other virtual image. 
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Pattern administrationPattern administration 

Section 

This section covers pattern administration. 
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Creating a pattern 

� Two ways to start the process of creating a pattern 

Patterns are essentially a logical grouping of virtual images and script packages into a 
topology that can then be deployed into the cloud. When you deploy into the cloud you are 
deploying a pattern and not a virtual image or script package. The virtual images and 
script packages will get deployed as part of the pattern because they make up the pattern. 

There are two ways to create a pattern; either from the main welcome page or from the 
“Pattern” hyperlink on the top banner. 
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Creating a pattern (continued) 

� Four fields are required to start the process of creating a 
pattern 

To start the process of creating a pattern you need to specify a name, description, version 
and the virtual image that this pattern will be assembled from. 

“Name” and “Description” should be something that uniquely identifies the pattern within 
CloudBurst. 

The use of “Version” is not as well defined as “Name” and “Description”. When you make 
updates to an existing pattern’s parts, you should also update the version to capture this 
change. 

Virtual images are made up of parts. A part corresponds to a specific piece of a virtual 
image that can be assembled into a topology. For example, the “WebSphere HV 7.0.0.3” 
contains a deployment manager, custom node, stand-alone node, and HTTP server parts, 
and together these can be assembled to form a topology. When creating your pattern you 
have to decide which virtual image you want to use as the source of your parts. What this 
means is that you cannot mix versions of WebSphere Application Server in a single 
pattern. 
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Drag and drop pattern assembly 
� Pattern assembly by dragging from the palette over to the canvas 
�Virtual image parts 
�Script packages 

Number of 
nodes 

If this is a new pattern you will see a blank canvas on the right and a palette of parts on 
the left. The palette on the left contains your virtual image parts and script packages which 
you will use to assemble your pattern. You create a pattern by dragging parts from the 
palette and dropping them onto the canvas. In order to add multiple parts at the same 
configuration point, you increment the number located in the upper left corner of the part 
when available. 

The example in this slide shows three nodes - a deployment manager node managing two 
custom nodes. 
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Customizing pattern parts 

� Customize each virtual 
image part to suit your 
environment 

� Only two attributes are 
required 
�Root Password 

�Virtuser Password 

� Customize script package 
environment variables 

� Customize now or during 
deployment 

As you have seen a pattern is made up of a topology parts and associated script 
packages. 

Each part and script package allows for additional configuration. Located in the upper right 
corner of each part or script package you can click the edit icon to open up the attributes 
for that specific part or script package. You can choose to configure these additional 
attributes now during pattern creation or wait until you deploy the pattern. It is important to 
understand the result or side effect of each choice. 

If you choose to configure your parts or script packages during pattern creation then the 
changes will be part of the pattern’s template. Meaning every time you deploy the pattern 
these changes will be present. You can reconfigure during deployment if needed. If you 
want to hard code an attribute in the template you configure it during pattern creation and 
click the lock icon to the right of the field. Locking the field will prevent anyone from 
changing this value during deployment time. 

If you choose to configure your parts or script packages during pattern deployment then 
the changes will be specific to the deployment. CloudBurst only requires two fields to be 
filled in and they are “Password (root)” and “Password (virtuser)”. All other fields 
CloudBurst will fill in with default values. 

The value you enter for “Root Password” will be used for the operating system password. 
The value you enter for “Virtuser Password” will be used for the WebSphere Application 
Server environment. 
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Advanced customization 

� Allows you to configure 
advanced clustering 
options 
�Messaging 

�Session persistence 

�Global security 

Advanced options are provided by CloudBurst. These are advance settings such as 
setting up messaging, enabling security and enabling session persistence. You can apply 
these to your patterns. 
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Pattern attributes and options 

� From this view you can 
�Deploy, edit, clone, lock 

and delete your pattern 

�View pattern topology 

�View the virtual systems 
currently created using 
this pattern 

�Who has permission to 
view and manipulate 
this pattern 

Deploy 
pattern 

Edit pattern 
Clone 
pattern 

Lock 
pattern 

Delete 
pattern 

The option ribbon at the top of your pattern provides options to deploy, edit, clone, lock 
and delete. The “In the cloud now” attribute show which virtual systems were created from 
this pattern and “Access granted to” attribute shows who has permission to view, modify 
and update this pattern. 

There are two options that warrant a deeper look and those are the “Clone” and “Lock” 
pattern options. 

Once your pattern has been created and tested and you want to prevent any further 
changes, you can lock the pattern. Locking a pattern prevents any further changes to the 
pattern. If you decide later that you need to update a locked pattern, you will need to clone 
the pattern and make updates to the cloned pattern. 

The “Clone” option allows you to take an existing pattern and make an exact copy of it. A 
recommended use of this feature is to clone an existing preloaded “best practices” pattern 
as a starting point for your custom pattern. 
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Schedule a pattern deployment 

� Deploy immediately 

� Deploy at some later date and 
time 

� Run forever or until some later 
date and time 

1. Deploy 

2. Click to 
schedule 

deployment 

3. Start 
deployment 
now or later 

When you deploy a pattern you will have the option to deploy immediately or schedule a 
time for deployment. You will also have the option to specify a length for the deployment. 
You can run the deployment indefinitely or until some future time. 
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Configure a pattern deployment 

� Configuration updates are specific 
to this deployment (virtual 
system) 

� Root and Virtuser passwords are 
required for each deployment 

1. Deploy 
2. Click part 
to configure 

3. Configurable 
options 

When you deploy a pattern you are given a chance to configure the pattern’s parts and 
script package variables. CloudBurst requires only the “Root Password” and the “Virtuser 
Password” be filled in by you; all other fields are given a default value if you do not 
override them. Script package variable requirements are not dictated by CloudBurst but 
rather the requirements of the specific script package. 
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After you schedule a deployment CloudBurst will transfer the virtual images and scripts 
over to the hypervisor. During initial boot of the virtual machine the activation engine will 
configure the operating system. Once the operating system is set up WebSphere 
Application Server will be started and configured. Only after the entire environment is 
configured and operational will the script packages be executed. 
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Preloaded patterns 
� CloudBurst comes preloaded with a 

set of “best practices” patterns 

� The following is a subset of the 
preloaded patterns 
�WebSphere single server 

� 1 stand-alone server 
� Total of 1 virtual machine 

�WebSphere cluster (development) 
� 1 Deployment manager / IBM HTTP Server 
� 2 Custom nodes 

� Total of 3 virtual machines 

�WebSphere cluster (large topology) 
� 1 Deployment manager 

� 10 Custom nodes 
� 4 IBM HTTP servers 

� Total of 15 virtual machines 

� Patterns can be used as is or used 
as a starting point when creating 
your own custom patterns 

WebSphere CloudBurst comes preloaded with a set of “best practices” patterns. When 
creating your own custom pattern you should use one of the preloaded “best practices” 
patterns. By starting with one of CloudBurst’s existing patterns you are starting with a 
“best practice, time tested approach”. 

The preloaded patterns range in complexity from a simple single server topology to a 
highly available cluster topology. 
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SummarySummary 

Section 

And, in summary… 
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Summary 

�Patterns are made up of virtual image parts and 
script packages 

�Comes preloaded with virtual images and “best 
practices” patterns 

�CloudBurst takes care of the heavy lifting of placing 
and activating the WebSphere Application Server 
environments in the cloud 

�Emergency fixes allow you to update a running 
virtual system 

CloudBurst gives you every tool to create and deploy a WebSphere Application Server 
topology into the cloud quickly and easily. To make this happen CloudBurst comes 
preloaded with virtual images and “best practices” patterns ready for deployment. 
CloudBurst also takes care of the heavy lifting of pattern placement in the cloud and 
activation of the operating system and WebSphere Application Server components. If a 
problem happens in one of your virtual systems CloudBurst gives you the option of 
applying a fix directly to the virtual system in the case of an emergency. 
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Feedback 

Your feedback is valuable 
You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content to better 

meet your needs by providing feedback. 

� Did you find this module useful? 

� Did it help you solve a problem or answer a question? 

� Do you have suggestions for improvements? 

Click to send e-mail feedback: 
mailto:iea@us.ibm.com?subject=Feedback_about_CloudBurst_Administration_Using_Virtual_Images_and_Patterns.ppt 

This module is also available in PDF format at: 
../CloudBurst_Administration_Using_Virtual_Images_and_Patterns.pdf 

You can help improve the quality of IBM Education Assistant content by providing 
feedback. 
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